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ABSTRACT

We examined drought variability and trends over the last century (1916–2013) over the conterminous United States (CONUS) using observed precipitation $P$, temperature $T$, and reconstructed total moisture percentiles (TMP) and runoff from four land surface models. We used an integrated drought index (IDI), which we defined as the equally weighted mean of the 3-month standardized runoff index (SRI3) and TMP from four land surface models mapped onto a uniform probability distribution. Using a definition of drought as IDI less than 0.3 for 6 months or longer, we identified 16 drought events, which we termed great droughts that covered more than 50% of the CONUS during our study period. We examined the properties of great droughts and compared these with the 2012 event. The great droughts were located at least partially over the central United States ($30^\circ$–$42^\circ$N, $85^\circ$–$110^\circ$W). We found that 12 of these great droughts occurred when cold sea surface temperature anomalies (SSTAs) were located in the tropical Pacific with warm SSTAs in the North Atlantic. We also found a predominance of decreasing trends in IDI; droughts occurred less often and events were less severe as time progressed. In particular, only 2 of the 16 great droughts (2012 and 1988) occurred in the second half of the record.

1. Introduction

Shortages of water, commonly known as droughts, are among the most costly natural disasters (Wilhite 2006). Through 2011, Smith and Katz (2013) estimated that almost one-quarter of U.S. national hazard costs were associated with drought. The most recent costly ($1 billion or more) event was the 2012 drought and heat waves in the central United States. Aside from its severity, the 2012 drought was widespread; at its peak, it covered more than 62% of the conterminous United States (CONUS). The estimated cost of the 2012 event was about $40 billion, most of which was associated with lost agricultural production (https://www.rma.usda.gov/data). The large losses resulted in part because the event was not captured by the U.S. Drought Monitor (USDM) until mid-June and was not predicted by the Drought Outlook (http://www.drought.gov) until July, when drought was already well established. Therefore, water resources managers did not have an opportunity for advance mitigation of the impacts of the drought. Motivated by the 2012 drought, our objective here is to examine widespread droughts similar to the 2012 drought. We defined widespread droughts that covered over 50% of the CONUS as great droughts. Was the 2012 great drought an isolated event? How often did great droughts occur in the last century?

The 2012 drought was attributed to internal atmospheric variability by Hoerling et al. (2014). This implies that it could not be predicted by using either remote climate predictors, such as forecasted global sea surface temperature (SST) patterns, or by local land surface conditions such as soil moisture (Livneh and Hoerling 2016). There remains an important question of whether past great droughts over the central United States were mostly attributable to internal atmospheric variability. Past work seems to suggest otherwise; Schubert et al. (2004) attributed long-term droughts over the Great Plains (included in our definition of the central United States) to cold SST anomalies (SSTAs) in the tropical Pacific. Over the central United States, moisture is transported mostly by the low-level jet from the Gulf of Mexico (Mo et al. 1997). That transport is modulated by
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the atmospheric circulation that is often associated with SST forcing.

Drought variations over the central United States are modulated by ENSO (Ropelewski and Halpert 1986, 1989; Hu and Huang 2009; Cayan and Redmond 1994) at the interannual time scales within a decade. On decadal time scales, SSTAs in the North Pacific, the Pacific decadal oscillation (PDO), and the Atlantic multidecadal oscillation (AMO) can influence precipitation \( P \) directly (McCabe et al. 2004, 2008; Nigam et al. 2011; Coats et al. 2015) or indirectly by modulating the impact of ENSO on \( P \) (Schubert et al. 2009; Mo et al. 2009; Gershunov and Barnett 1998). The interesting question is what percentage of great droughts over the central United States are forced, and what are the forcings that initialize and maintain these great droughts? At decadal time scales, Cook et al. (1999) and Cook et al. (2014a,b) found by using paleo reconstruction methods that droughts over the last millennium were likely forced by SST forcings such as ENSO, AMO, and PDO. They also suggested the contributions from local forcings or local dynamics played a role. These forcings could act together or by themselves.

Andreadis and Lettenmaier (2006) studied soil moisture (SM) and runoff (RO) trends in the twentieth century over the CONUS and found that, with the exception of the Southwest and a small portion of the broader western United States, the CONUS has become wetter, with droughts occurring less often and having reduced severity in recent decades. These trends are consistent with increases of \( P \) over most of the CONUS as observed by Groisman et al. (2004) and Lettenmaier et al. (1994). An obvious question having to do specifically with great droughts over the central United States such as the 2012 event is whether they have become less frequent as well. If so, what are the reasons for the change? Is it due to changes in forcings?

Motivated by the above, our objective here is to identify great droughts over the CONUS over the last century and to identify trends and forcings. While there were many studies of the 2012 drought event (e.g., Rippey 2015; Cook et al. 2014b; Hoerling et al. 2014; Fuchs et al. 2015), there are few studies of the great droughts that covered more than 50\% of the CONUS. We examine here 1) whether the 2012 drought was an isolated event, and how typical the 2012 event was in the context of the entire record of such events; 2) properties of historic great drought events; 3) the SSTAs associated with great droughts over the period of instrumental record; and 4) whether there were trends in the frequency of occurrence of great droughts.

We discuss the data used in section 2. In section 3, we examine spatial preferences of drought occurrence and long-term trends in drought indices. In section 4, we study historical great drought events. We further discuss and interpret our results and conclude in section 5.

2. Datasets and drought indices

Drought is usually defined in terms of drought indices, of which there are many (Keyantash and Dracup 2002). Meteorological drought usually is defined using precipitation \( P \) deficits measured by standardized precipitation indices (SPIs; McKee et al. 1993, 1995). Hydrological drought is defined by runoff or streamflow deficits while agricultural drought is defined by the lack of SM. There are only limited SM data available directly from observations and they do not cover much of the CONUS, so we rely instead on outputs from land surface models (LSMs) for SM and runoff.

a. LSM datasets

The forcing variables for LSMs include daily \( P \), downward solar and longwave radiation, vapor pressure, as well as average temperature \( T \) [see Bohn et al. (2013), and references therein, for discussions of how these variables can be estimated from daily temperature maxima and minima and precipitation]. In addition, the models require daily (or in some cases subdaily) wind speed, which we took from the lowest vertical level of the NCEP–NCAR reanalysis (Kalnay et al. 1996) interpolated to 0.5° spatial resolution. Prior to 1950, we used seasonal averages of the post-1950 wind data. Livezhe et al. (2013) showed that this had relatively little effect on predicted hydrologic state variables (e.g., soil moisture) and fluxes (e.g., runoff). The \( P \) and \( T \) observations were gridded from a set of nearly 2400 index stations over the CONUS as described by Wang et al. (2009). The gridding process (to 0.5° latitude–longitude spatial resolution) produces data records that are continuous and consistent through the study period. Our study period is from 1916 to 2013.

We ran the four LSMs and archived total column SM, snow water equivalent (SWE), and runoff from each. The four models we used were Noah 2.7 (Ek et al. 2003; Mitchell et al. 2004), VIC 4.0.6 (Liang et al. 1994), SAC-SMA (Burnash et al. 1973), and Catchment (Koster et al. 2000; Ducharne et al. 2000). Details of the LSMs are described in the above references; however, of particular relevance to this study are that the Noah model has four soil layers with fixed depths (total soil depth 2 m); the VIC model has three soil layers, the depth of which varies from one grid cell to another (the total depth varies from 0.8 to 3 m); and the SAC-SMA model has five conceptual soil storages with total storage capacity (not depth, which is not specified in the model), which
varies from 20 to 600 mm over the CONUS. For the Catchment model, we took soil depths from the State Soil Geographic Database (STATSGO), and soil texture was adopted from the Food and Agriculture Organization. The soil depth in the Catchment model varies from 1.0 to 1.52 m as in Wang et al. (2009).

Because the soil water holding capacity influences water storage and persistence of SM (Houborg et al. 2012; Xia et al. 2017), and hence arguably drought identification, we evaluated the effect of changes in the soil depths in the Catchment model using an alternate set of soil depths. In particular, we increased the soil depth in the Catchment model to 2 m everywhere and reran the model. We labeled that run as Catm2m as contrasted with the base run, which we labeled Catm. We compared the implications of the differences in soil depth in Catm and Catm2m for drought characteristics over the CONUS below.

Over the northern and western portions of the CONUS, snowmelt is an important water source (Mote et al. 2016). Therefore, we used monthly mean total moisture storage (TMS), which is the sum of SM and SWE instead of SM alone, as in Xiao et al. (2016). We then expressed total moisture storage as percentiles (TMP). In warm regions, soil moisture percentiles (SMP) and TMP are essentially identical. We also used the 3-month standardized runoff index (SRI3) derived from runoff (Shukla and Wood 2008; Mo 2008), which has roughly the same time scale as TMS. We expressed SRI3 in percentiles for consistency with TMP.

How persistent are TMS and SRI3? The persistence of TMS and SRI3 differs from one model to other. Because the persistence is associated primarily with the LSMs’ deep soil layers, we compute the characteristic time \( T_o \) for TMS anomalies and SRI3 for each model, which we show in Fig. 1. The characteristic time is a measure of persistence defined as

\[
T_o = 1 + 2 \sum_{t=1}^{N} \left(1 - \frac{t}{N}\right) R(t),
\]

where we took \( N = 30 \), and \( R(t) \) is the autocorrelation at lag \( t \) (Trenberth 1984). Parameter \( T_o \) provides a better index of moisture storage persistence than does the autocorrelation itself (Trenberth 1984). As shown in Fig. 1, \( T_o \) varies considerably among models. In general, \( T_o \) for SRI3 is larger than \( T_o \) for TMS because SRI3 is computed from 3-month means. The Catchment model–based run (Catm) has smaller \( T_o \), and the pattern is less organized than for the other LSMs. Compared with Catm, Catm2m has larger \( T_o \) as expected, although the relatively large \( T_o \) over the Northeast is unrealistic.

The other three models (VIC, SAC-SMA, and Noah) have relatively large \( T_o \) over the West and the Midwest, where the water storage capacity is large and \( P \) has low variability. Parameter \( T_o \) is smaller over the East because this region generally is wetter, and hence SM variability is larger. For the mean of SM and SRI3, \( T_o \) mostly ranges between 15 and 20 months over the West and 5 and 10 months over the East (Figs. 1i–k).

b. SSTA indices that influence drought over the United States

The SST dataset we used is the NOAA Extended Reconstructed Sea Surface Temperature (ERSST) version v3b from 1916 to present (Smith et al. 1996). We computed SSTAs as departures from the monthly mean climatology over the period 1916–2013. There are three SSTA modes that influence \( P \) over the United States as established by Schubert et al. (2009). The first SSTA mode is the trend mode (Fig. 2a). Together with its associated principal component (PC; Fig. 2b), the first SSTA mode is characterized by a general pattern of warming trends in the southern oceans and the North Pacific and the North Atlantic. In addition to the predominant long-term trends, ENSO has a large influence on \( P \) over the CONUS (Ropelewski and Halpert 1986, 1989). ENSO is represented by the Niño-3.4 index (Fig. 2c), which is the mean SSTA over the tropical Pacific (5°S–5°N, 120°–170°W). In addition to ENSO, the AMO can also influence \( P \) directly (McCabe et al. 2008; Nigam et al. 2011) and indirectly by modulating the impact of ENSO on \( P \) (Schubert et al. 2009; Mo et al. 2009). Figure 2d shows the time series of the 6-month running mean of the AMO.

c. Integrated drought index as a drought indicator

We have four time series of TMP and SRI3 from each of the LSMs. To facilitate the mapping of drought conditions objectively with classifications similar to the USDM (Svoboda et al. 2002) and to make use of a single index to represent droughts, Mo and Lettenmaier (2014) introduced an integrated drought index (IDI), which is the grand mean of an equally weighted ensemble mean of multiple drought indices, including SRI3 and total soil moisture percentiles from the four LSMs. We remapped the grand mean index to a uniform probability distribution using the empirical cumulative probability distribution function of the percentile average of the contributing indices. This assures that the remapped IDI has the same probability distribution (ranging from 0 to 1) as each of the individual indices. We used IDI as our indicator of drought, along with a persistence requirement. At each grid point, we required that the IDI be less than 0.3 for at least six consecutive months as a
Fig. 1. Parameter $T_s$ for TMS for (a) VIC, (b) SAC-SMA, (c) Catchment, and (d) Noah. (e)–(h) As in (a)–(d), but for SRI3. (i) As in (a), but for the ensemble mean of TMS from four LSMs. (j) As in (i), but for SRI3. (k) As in (i), but for the ensemble mean of TMS and SRI3. (l) As in (a), but for the Catm2m model. Contours are given by the color bar.
temporal requirement of drought. Using the IDI as our index, we can classify droughts into USDM D0–D4 categories (Svoboda et al. 2002).

For the Catchment models, we computed the time series of the IDIs averaged over the central United States for Catm and Catm2m. Notwithstanding that the To values for Catm and Catm2m differ, the time series of mean IDIs averaged over the central United States are quite small (RMSE = 0.025). We decided to use Catm in our subsequent analyses.

To associate circulation anomalies with droughts, we used the monthly mean 500-hPa heights from the Twentieth Century Reanalysis version 2 (Compo et al. 2006, 2011). The dataset has 2° latitude–longitude horizontal resolution. We used the 500-hPa heights for the Northern Hemisphere from 1916 to 2012. Our use of the Twentieth Century Reanalysis was motivated by the fact that it spans the simulation period for the LSMs.

### 3. Spatial and temporal variations of drought occurrence

#### a. Definition of drought

Many definitions of drought have been suggested. Perhaps the most obvious is a prolonged period of dryness. We define drought events as having the IDI below a threshold (IDI < 0.3) that is equivalent to the USDM D0 threshold and longer than N months (N = 6) consecutively, in the interest of focusing on long-term droughts in contrast to flash droughts, which we have addressed previously (Mo and Lettenmaier 2015, 2016).

We define the first time that the IDI falls below the threshold as drought onset $X_o$, with demise $X_d$ defined as the IDI being above the threshold 2 months consecutively following a drought event (IDI < 0.3 for 6 months or longer). We define a transition period as the month when the $P$ anomaly is negative from prior to drought onset to onset. Our definition is similar to that used by the USDM (Svoboda et al. 2002) but uses the IDI as the indicator.

Figure 3 shows an example for a severe Texas drought in 2010–11. The three-month standardized precipitation index (SPI3), SMP, and SRI3 as well as IDI are averaged over the Texas Gulf region (28°–35°N, 93°–107°W) with SMP and SRI3 derived from VIC model output. Over Texas, SMP and TMP are identical. The negative $P$ anomaly started in September 2010 and ended in November 2011. SMP and SRI3 are shown as an example of drought conditions implied by SM and runoff. Both indices were below 30% for the same period. Although SPI is not a member of the IDI, atmospheric drought sometimes is defined in terms of SPI, so we use it for comparative purposes. SPI was below –0.8 from December 2010 to November 2011. The IDI index agrees with the individual index values and SPI; using the definitions we propose, the drought onset was December 2010 and the demise was November 2011, with transition from September 2010 to December 2010.

#### b. Spatial variations of drought occurrence

Does drought have preferred regions over the CONUS? One of the important features of drought is persistence. By construct, the frequency with which IDI falls below any threshold is identical; what differs spatially is the persistence characteristics of the IDI. For instance, in some cases, the IDI can fall below 30%, but does not persist. If $N$ is the data record length ($N = 98 \times 12 = 1176$ months), then $N_p = N \times 0.3 \sim 352$ months is the number of months that IDI < 0.3. Within the $N_p$ months, there is a subset $N_d$, which is the number of months under drought (IDI < 0.3 and persists for 6 months or longer). We show in Fig. 4a the percentage of months

---

**Fig. 2.** (a) The first EOF (trend) of the annual mean SSTAs from 1916 to 2013; contours are given by the color bar. (b) PC1 associated with EOF1 and (c) Niño-3.4 index (°C). The green line in (c) denotes that the index value is –0.8. (d) Six-month running mean AMO. The green line in (d) denotes that the index value is zero.
that the IDI persisted for 6 months or longer \((N_p, N_p)\). It shows that low IDI values are more likely to persist over the central United States \((30^\circ–42^\circ N, 85^\circ–110^\circ W)\), with a maximum extending over the Great Plains from Oklahoma and Kansas to South Dakota. Another maximum is located over New Mexico. Drought tends to occur more often and has longer durations in the Great Plains (Fig. 4b). In spring and summer, drought often is accompanied by high temperature. In addition to the decrease of SM due to the lack of \(P\), summer heat adds stress to vegetation growth and leads to further decrease of SM (Koster et al. 2009). Over the relatively dry western interior region, annual precipitation is less than about 1–2 mm day\(^{-1}\), but the West Coast is much wetter, especially from Northern California northward. Over the West Coast, ample (winter) moisture comes from the Pacific via atmospheric river events. For the Pacific Northwest, the percentage of months under drought within \(N_p\) months drops to 40% along the coast. The percentage for California is slightly higher, about 50%–60%.

For the eastern United States, the percentage of months under drought is less than 60%, with durations on average about 8–10 months. For the areas east of 90\(^\circ\)W, moisture comes from the Gulf of Mexico and from the Atlantic. These areas are relatively wet with annual rainfall generally exceeding 3 mm day\(^{-1}\). The percentage of months under drought is lower, and drought once developed is also less persistent.

The CONUS drought record has obvious long-term trends and decadal variability. Drought occurred less often and was less severe later in our study period due to positive trends in \(P\) and SM in the twentieth century (Andreadis et al. 2005; Andreadis and Lettenmaier 2006). The IDI shows similar trends. Figure 4c shows the percentage of the areas for which IDI < 0.3 decreases through our period of record (Fig. 4c). As in Andreadis et al. (2005), drought occurrences at the century time scale were dominated by events prior to 1964. The time series of ensemble mean TMS percentiles (TMP) and SRI3 averaged over the central United States shows the percentiles under 30% decrease because both TMP and SRI3 were increasing after 1964. The trends in the IDI are consistent with the trends in TMP and SRI3 percentiles, which are all positive.

In addition to trends, we found that the decadal variability of drought occurrence over the central United States is modulated by the AMO. There is a close association between decadal variations of area covered by drought (Fig. 4c) and the mean SRI3 (Fig. 4d) and TMP (Fig. 4e) over the United States and the AMO (Fig. 2d). There were more areas covered by low IDI and low TMP and SRI3 percentile events when the AMO was positive. For example, the fraction of areas that suffered drought was highest before 1938, in the 1950s, and after 2000. During these periods, the AMO was negative. The percentage of the CONUS covered by drought was less than 30% in the periods 1944–50, 1969–75, 1982–87, and 1990–99, when the AMO was negative.

To assess the statistical significance of trends, we applied the Mann–Kendall test (Hirsch et al. 1982; Hirsch and Slack 1984) to the time series of TMP, SRI3, and the IDI for seasonal means for the period from 1916 to 2013 for each grid point, and results are given in Fig. 5. We colored the increasing trends green and decreasing trends orange. The general patterns shown in Fig. 5 have only modest seasonal variations; the patterns for the different seasons are mostly similar, with increasing trends mostly located over the north-central and Northeast subregions,
where the annual mean precipitation over the same period also had positive trends (Andreadis and Lettenmaier 2006; Lettenmaier et al. 1994). There are negative IDI trends over the Southwest that appear to be mostly attributable to decreasing summer North American monsoon rainfall.

The trends we identified do depend on the analysis period. We performed Mann–Kendall tests on annual mean TMP, SRI3, and IDI for the period 1960–2010, and trends were much weaker, but there are still positive trends over the Northeast and Dakotas and negative trends over part of the Southwest.
FIG. 5. Mann–Kendall test results for trends in the ensemble mean TMP for (a) December–February, (b) March–May, (c) June–August, (d) September–November, and (e) annual mean from 1960 to 2010. (f)–(j) As in (a)–(e), but for SRI3, and (k)–(o) as in (a)–(e), but for the IDI at each grid point. Areas with statistically significant trends in the variable increasing (decreasing) are colored by green (orange). Mann–Kendall significance level is 0.025 (two-sided test).
4. Great droughts

a. Identification of great droughts

From Fig. 4c, we selected events for which the area under drought (IDI < 0.3 for 6 months or longer) covered more than 50% of the CONUS, which we define as great droughts. There were a total of 16 events that constituted about 15% of our 98-yr (1916–2013) period of record. The 16 events and their durations are listed in Table 1. After 1964, there were only two great droughts: 1988 and 2012–13.

The IDI averaged over the duration of each of the great drought events except the 2012 event is given in Fig. 6. It should be noted that the mean gives only an approximation of drought location and coverage, because droughts often shift from one location to another, and the area coverage can also change. For each event, we computed the percentages of the entire United States and the central United States that IDI < 0.3 for each month over the duration of drought. We then calculated the mean and maximum and minimum coverages over the duration of that event. Results are given in Table 1. The 2012 event was especially widespread; the mean coverage was about 62% of the CONUS and 81% of the central United States. The minimum coverage over the duration was 48% of the central United States. Its mean areal coverage over the central United States was exceeded only by the 1952–53 event, which was somewhat shorter, and occurred in winter. The mean areal extent over all 16 events was 53% of the CONUS and 64.5% of the central United States.

Since the requirement for great droughts was that 50% of the CONUS be covered, it was expected that many of the droughts would cover some portion of the central United States, because the central United States is at the center of CONUS and about 36% of the CONUS. To test whether the large fraction of great droughts that are at least partly within the central United States essentially was by construct, we performed a Monte Carlo test in which we selected IDI fields from our historical analysis at random times $T$. We counted the grid points for time $T$ (months) for which IDI < 0.3. If these selected points covered less than 50% of CONUS, then we selected another random time $T_1$ and counted points for which IDI < 0.3 for the union of the fields for $T$ and $T_1$. We repeated the process until the total number of grid cells with IDI < 0.3 covered 50% of the CONUS at $T_f$. We then counted the total number of such grid cells in the central United States for this synthetic “drought” (note that this analysis does not consider duration) at $T_f$. We repeated this process 100 times, which is roughly the length of the IDI time series. We found that the mean percentage of our simulated points in the central United States was about 52%. In our historic analysis, the fraction was (see Table 1) about 64.5%. Of the 16 great droughts, all except 1921–22 covered more than 50% of the central United States. The 1921–22 event had substantial migration that affected the mean central United States coverage. We conclude, therefore, that the high fraction of central U.S. coverage is not likely to be by construct.

We show in Figs. 7a and 7b a composite of the IDI and six-month standardized precipitation index (SPI6) over all of the great drought events, which not surprisingly shows drought centered over the central United States.

From Table 1, the longest of the great droughts occurred in 1933–34 and 1953–55. Both events lasted more than 20 months. While the 2012 event was more widespread, it was much shorter (11 months). Other widespread events over the historical record such as 1931, 1939–40, 1955–57.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Events</th>
<th>Duration (months)</th>
<th>U.S. under drought mean (%)</th>
<th>Central U.S. under drought (%)</th>
<th>SSTAs in the tropical Pacific</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Oct 1917–Aug 1918</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 1921–Mar 1922</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 1922–Feb 1923</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 1925–Sep 1925</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 1931–Dec 1931</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jan 1933–Nov 1934</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feb 1936–Dec 1936</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 1937–Feb 1938</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1939–Mar 1940</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 1943–Mar 1944</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oct 1952–Mar 1953</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>82</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sep 1953–May 1955</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nov 1955–Mar 1957</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 1963–Apr 1964</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>Warm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>May 1988–Oct 1988</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>Cold</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apr 2012–Mar 2013</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>81</td>
<td>Neutral</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Fig. 6. IDI averaged over the duration of each event listed in Table 1 (except the 2012 event), with areas for which IDI < 0.3 colored.
and 1963–64 had longer durations than the 2012 event. As noted above, the 2012 event was the most severe and widespread in the past 50 years.

b. Association with SSTAs

The 2012 event was attributed to internal atmospheric variability by Hoerling et al. (2014). How many of the great droughts shown in Table 1 are attributable to internal atmospheric variability? Schubert et al. (2004) found that droughts over the northern Great Plains were associated with cold ENSO. We examined the SSTAs averaged over the duration of each of the great droughts. To give an indication of tropical conditions during these droughts, we took the average of SSTAs...
over the duration of each event over the tropical Pacific part of the Niño-3.4 area (5°N–5°S, 170°–120°W). We classified the 16 events into three categories: warm (positive SSTA anomalies greater than 0.5°C), cold (negative SSTA anomalies less than −0.5°C), or neutral (anomaly magnitudes less than 0.5°C).

Of the 16 events, 12 occurred during cold ENSO years or periods with negative SSTAs covering a portion of the tropical Pacific. Only two events occurred during warm ENSO years: 1939–40 and 1963–64. There were two events in ENSO neutral years: 1952–53 and 2012–13.

To examine the variations of SSTAs among the 12 events that occurred under cold ENSO conditions, we plotted SSTAs averaged over the duration of each event in Fig. 8. They all show cold SSTAs in the southern oceans so they have large projections onto the trend mode (Fig. 2a). All events also show warm SSTAs in the Atlantic, indicating the influence of the AMO on drought. There are weak warm SSTAs in the North Pacific, but the magnitudes of anomalies are weaker, and the patterns effectively are a combination of the PDO and North Pacific EOF mode (Barlow et al. 2001).

There were cold SSTAs in the tropical Pacific averaged over the 12 events as expected, but the locations of SSTAs vary. All events had SSTAs in the tropical Pacific Niño-3.4 region. Some events also had SSTAs in the eastern Pacific. For some events, both locations of drought and SSTAs evolved during drought event. For example, cases such as 1925 and 1931 had cold SSTAs in the tropical Pacific at the beginning of the event. However, when SSTAs diminished, drought persisted. Therefore, the mean over the duration of the event did not show large SSTAs in the tropical Pacific.

The STA pattern averaged over the 12 events one season before the occurrence of drought (Fig. 7c) shows the same STA pattern as the SSTAs for each event (Fig. 8). This suggests that the STA pattern set up one season before drought. The atmospheric responses are related to the mean 500-hPa height anomalies. We computed the mean 500-hPa height anomalies with zonal means removed for the duration of each event and then averaged over the 12 events. The mean height anomaly (Fig. 7d) indicates positive height anomalies were centered over the central United States. This atmospheric pattern tends to block moisture transport by the low-level jet from the Gulf of Mexico to the central United States. Because there is reduced moisture transport, drought events are likely to occur, as indicated by the composites of IDI and SPI6 (Figs. 7a,b). These composites (Figs. 7c,d) suggest that most drought events over the central United States are driven by SSTAs. In that sense, the 2012 event was different from most other central U.S. drought events—it occurred under neutral tropical Pacific SSTAs, in common with only one other event (1952–53) of the 16 events.

Even though the composite of SSTAs indicates that cold ENSO events during the warm phase of the AMO are conducive to the occurrence of drought over the central United States, the SSTAs alone do not lead to the occurrence of drought. We composited the IDI over periods when the Niño-3.4 index was less than −0.8 and the SSTAs in the North Atlantic were positive. The composite does not show drought (IDI < 0.3) over the central United States. In addition to SSTAs, it appears that land surface conditions including P and SM anomalies prior to drought are also important factors for drought to occur.

c. Transition period

How long is the transition period? We defined the transition period as beginning when the P anomaly turns negative and ending at the onset of drought. We constructed composites of P and 2-m temperature $T_{2m}$ anomalies from 3 months to drought onset, duration, and demise for events listed in Table 1 (Fig. 9). On average, the P deficit signal starts 2–3 months before drought onset. From month −1 to onset, the composite shows that negative P anomalies extend from the Gulf of Mexico to the Great Plains. The path generally follows the path of the low-level jet. The maximum P deficits occurred from 1 month before onset to onset essentially by construct, because P deficits are needed for drought to occur. Therefore, the transition period typically is 1–2 months. The P deficits averaged over the duration of drought are less than those during onset, because P deficits decrease before the demise phase and P is needed to end drought.

The 2012 drought was accompanied by heat waves. Were such strong droughts always associated with warm temperatures, as suggested by Madden and Williams (1978), Zhao and Khalil (1993), and Trenberth and Shea (2005)? We examined composites of $T_{2m}$ over the duration of drought for events listed in Table 1. For droughts that mostly occurred during winter, there is no significant warming. This could be because both $T_{2m}$ and P are more likely controlled by circulation patterns rather than land surface and atmospheric interactions in winter. For events that occurred mostly from spring to early autumn, we found that warm temperatures occurred over at least a portion of the drought areas over the duration of the events. The physical mechanisms could be similar to those discussed by Koster et al. (2009) and Mo and Lettenmaier (2016). The lack of P decreases SM. Over the central United States, there is a roughly linear relationship between evapotranspiration (ET) and SM. ET decreases lead to sensible heat
Fig. 8. Mean SSTAs for all cold ENSO events listed in Table 1: (a) 1917–18, (b) 1921–22, (c) 1922–23, (d) 1925, (e) 1931, (f) 1933–34, (g) 1936, (h) 1938, (i) 1943–44, (j) 1953–55, (k) 1955–57, and (l) 1988. Contours are given by the color bar (°C).
increases that balance the decrease of ET and lead to warmer temperatures. In addition to land–atmosphere interactions, dryness also is usually accompanied by anomalous sunshine hours and less evaporative cooling, as pointed out by Trenberth and Shea (2005). Over the central United States, summer drought is likely to be accompanied by heat waves. In that sense, the 2012 event was similar to other great drought events.

Do the great droughts have a preferred time to occur? That depends on the location of drought and P climatology. For each calendar month, we computed the percentage of all drought events over the central United States that had onset or demise in that month. We averaged over the longitudes (85°–110°W) or latitudes (30°–42°N) over the central United States to examine the seasonal dependence.

FIG. 9. Composite of P anomalies (mm day$^{-1}$) from (a) months $-3$ to $-2$, (b) month $-1$ to onset, (c) duration, and (d) demise for all drought events listed in Table 1. The contour interval is given by the color bar. (e)–(h) As in (a)–(d), but for $T_{2m}$ anomalies (°C).
The rainy season in the central United States is from April to September. It appears that drought onset is mostly likely to occur at the end of the rainy season. If drought occurs after a dry rainy season, it tends to persist because rain is unlikely to occur before April. Not surprisingly, the demise of drought is most likely to occur at the beginning of the rainy season.

(Fig. 10)
5. Conclusions

We examined drought variability over the CONUS using gridded observed $P$ and reconstructed TMP and runoff from four land surface models. We used the integrated drought index (IDI) of Mo and Lettenmaier (2014) to define droughts. The IDI is uniformly distributed by construction; hence, the defining characteristics of droughts are associated with temporal and spatial persistence. In particular, we define drought periods as occurring when IDI < 0.3 for 6 months or longer. This requirement shapes the events that we analyzed. We examined great drought events that covered more than 50% of the CONUS and compared them with the 2012 drought. In summary:

- The 2012 drought event was not unique. There were 16 great drought events in the 98 years of record that we analyzed.
- Great droughts occurred less often, and events were less severe as time progressed. Great drought events mostly were located over the central United States, and all but two occurred before 1964.
- All 16 great drought events occurred when the North Atlantic was warm.
- As for the relationships between great droughts and ENSO, two events occurred in a warm ENSO year and two events, including the 2012 one, occurred during a neutral ENSO. The majority of events were associated with cold SSTAs in the Pacific.

All events were associated with warm Atlantic SSTAs. However, droughts did not occur for all periods with warm SSTAs in the Atlantic and cold ENSO in the tropical Pacific. In addition to SSTAs, we found that land surface conditions are important to drought development. In particular, we found that large $P$ deficits tended to occur prior to the onset of drought that was also emphasized by Livneh and Hoerling (2016). These $P$ deficits set up dry surface conditions for droughts to occur.
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